
 
 
Introducing your new partners for Croatian, 

Bosnian and Serbian translation... 
 
• NATIVE-TO-NATIVE translation by a husband & wife team of 

professional freelance translators with close links to a 

network of linguists based in and around the Balkans 

• Experienced locally-based experts in Croatian, Bosnian and 

Serbian translation and proofreading  

• All translations proof-read by approved native speakers, with 

emphasis on grammar, spelling and overall readability   

• Competitive ‘price per word’ rates, typically only €0.06 (or 

equivalent in your chosen currency 

• Our aim is to complete early delivery of all translations 

significantly BEFORE any agreed deadline wherever possible  

• No job is too small or too large, we have sufficient capacity 

for large-scale or ongoing work if required 

We are JLE Services - a dynamic team of experienced 

translators specializing in the native-to-native translation of 

any material from (or into) the languages of the Former 

Yugoslavia, namely Croatian, Bosnian and Serbian.  

JLE Services comprises a husband & wife team of professional 

translators and proofreaders with offices both in Croatia and 

the UK. Because we are native speakers of Croatian AND 

English respectively, we can offer accurate, readable 

translations that will stand up to the closest scrutiny. 

Inevitably we work mostly on behalf of translation agencies, 

but we have also done extensive work for private individuals 

and even foreign embassies. In a typical year we work with 

over 50 different organizations in more than 20 countries 

around the globe.  

Our experience covers a broad range of specializations 

including legal, medical, business, web localization, tourism 

and technical translations. If your company requires specific 

examples of our experience in any of these areas, please let us 

know and we will forward the pertinent details. 

Our translations can be produced in a variety of formats 

involving the use of various software. We are currently 

operating with Microsoft Office 2010 and the Trados 2006 

suite, including SDLX and Tag Editor. 

We always aim to make our rates as competitive as possible 

depending on our availability and the client’s budget. We can 

sometimes arrange “volume discounts” for larger projects of 

10,000 words or more, depending on the subject matter. 

CONTACT DETAILS 

Head office: JLE Services Ltd, 57 Gravel Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire       

SK9 6LS, UK Croatian address: JLE Services Ltd, Mala Engleska, 

Komarevo Gornje 173, Sisak Caprag, 44010, Croatia 

Website: www.jle-services.co.uk/croatiantranslation  

Email: info@jle-services.co.uk  

Telephone: +385 (0)447 19074 or +385 998 311 852  

Fax: +44 (0)872 115 7654 

TESTIMONIALS 

Prof. Danko Puskaric 

Author of The Truth About Skiing 

"My cooperation with the company JLE 

Services from England has been a new 

and very positive experience. Following a 

long search for a quality translator from 

Croatian to English, they are the only ones 

who, as native speakers, have rendered a professional and 

(above all) sound translation of my book. Apart from being 

professional, they are always at your disposal; very pleasant in 

their communication, affordable, and most importantly - they 

meet the agreed deadlines!" 

 

Daniela Vujevic MBA, LMM 

Registered Court Interpreter, owner 

of Increatus d.o.o. 

"Increatus d.o.o. translation agency, which 

specializes in professional and economic 

translations, has cooperated with JLE Services for more than a year 

now. The thing that always excites us every time is that they strictly 

adhere to the agreed deadlines, even delivering translations ahead of 

schedule where possible. Dijana and James Evans are extremely 

professional, their service is high-quality, and it's very pleasant to 

work with them. They are thorough with their translation work, and 

communication with them is extremely easy and efficient. They 

deliver top quality translations, and they are ready to help with 

lingual queries. We therefore also cooperate with them on the basis 

of lingual consultation, since James is a native speaker of the English 

language. They are definitively an ideal combination, and 

recommended for cooperation in the field of translation." 

 

Dijana Evans is Head Translator at JLE 

Services Ltd. Born and raised in Croatia, she is a 

native speaker of Croatian and fully fluent in 

English after achieving impressive grades in this 

subject during high school. She moved to 

England in 2006 after meeting James, who she 

married in 2007. Over the course of three and a 

half years in England, working in various positions, she developed her 

fluency in English and became more familiar with its nuances and 

colloquialisms. Since May 2009 she has used her extensive knowledge 

and background in English to provide quality translations for JLE 

Services Ltd, and has developed an excellent reputation as a skilled 

translator of Croatian, Bosnian and Serbian.  

James Evans is the managing director of 

JLE Services Ltd - founded in April 2009 to 

provide high quality translation and business 

services to corporate and private clients. James 

left college in 1998 having achieved nine GCSEs 

(including grade A in English literature), one A-

level and an Advanced GNVQ in Art & Design. 

His employment background is mostly in the 

business services sector, having spent three years working at market 

leading companies such as Citation plc and Automatic Data Processing 

Ltd respectively. While working at the Queen’s Award-winning 

company Citation plc, James was involved in preparing legal 

documentation including contracts of employment for businesses and 

their employees. This role gave James invaluable experience for the 

many future translations of business-related documentation that he 

would come to be involved in. Since founding JLE Services in 2009, 

James has successfully coordinated numerous demanding translation 

projects, and has become the English proof-reader of choice for a 

number of Balkan translation agencies. 


